This paper presents a new hole-filling method that uses extrapolated spatio-temporal background information to obtain a synthesized free-view. A new background codebook for extracting reliable temporal background information is introduced. In addition, the paper addresses estimating spatial local background to distinguish background and foreground regions so that spatial background information can be extrapolated. Background holes are filled by combining spatial and temporal background information. Finally, exemplar-based inpainting is applied to fill in the remaining holes using a new priority function. The experimental results demonstrated that satisfactory synthesized views can be obtained using the proposed algorithm. key words: hole-filling, spatio-temporal background information, background codebook, spatial local background estimation, priority function
Introduction
The rapid development of 3-D video in the industrial and academic fields makes it possible to enjoy 3-D movies at theaters that provide the audience with appropriate glasses [1] . Furthermore, auto-stereoscopic display technology without the additional glasses has been proposed through an improved quality of depth perception, in which the stereo effect is caused by simultaneously displaying multi-view images of the same scene with slight differences [2] . Multi-view images captured by each real camera are compressed, and then transmitted to the display system. However, this process requires a number of viewpoints and huge data size.
Depth image based rendering (DIBR) has been studied as a way to generate virtual views at different viewpoints [3] . A typical DIBR method uses image warping to obtain a new synthesized view, but this leads to holes in the synthesized view. Small holes are caused by incorrect depth values, and large holes are caused by the disocclusion phenomenon, in which uncovered regions in a reference view become visible in the virtual view. Because of the lack of information about the depth or texture of these holes, it is difficult to obtain a satisfactorily synthesized texture of the regions. In general, a virtual view can be obtained from the two nearest views or can be extrapolated from a single view. View-blending methods [4] , [5] using multi-views have been studied in regard to the problem of filling holes. These methods have led to more promising results than single-view methods, but the hole-filling process took into account the interoperability and scalability between the views, thereby dramatically increasing the complexity as the number of reference views increased. To address a more realistic situation, this study focuses on generating a virtual view from a single view.
Various hole-filling methods have been reported for obtaining a virtual view from a single view. Many interpolation approaches, such as symmetric [3] , asymmetric [6] , [7] , and pyramid-like structured [8] algorithms, have been presented. However, these approaches have led to geometric distortion and over-blurring along the boundaries between the background (BG) and foreground (FG) regions [9] , [10] .
Image inpainting has also been used as a solution to hole-filling problems [11] , [12] . Inpainting methods can be classified as either structure-based or exemplar-based. It was reported that structure-based inpainting lost detailed information because of the diffusion of the structural elements [5] . Conversely, exemplar-based inpainting has been reported to solve the disocclusion problem, under the assumption that a known region and the neighboring unknown region of an image share a similar geometric structure [13] . In addition, depth information has been incorporated into the inpainting-based hole-filling process, because depth information can identify the BG and FG regions [14] . However, when the BG information around the disocclusion is not available, performance is not promising [15] .
Recently, several works incorporating temporal information into the hole-filling process were presented as a means of solving the disocclusion problem. Koppel et al. [16] used global motion to estimate temporal information for filling in the disocclusion, which led to geometric distortion caused by copies of the incorrect patches in the inpainting process. Xi et al. [17] employed structural similarity to extract BG regions of the depth map between consecutive frames and used temporal BG information to fill in the disocclusion. This method was hampered by the geometric distortions around isolated disocclusions because BG information existing for short periods in the previous frames was not taken into account in the hole-filling. Yao et al. [18] presented Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to estimate depthmap driven BG sprite, which was then used to fill the BG pixels of a disoccluded region. However, the GMM did not correctly extract the BG region. Furthermore, when a disocclusion contained complex texture, the simultaneous consideration of the BG and FG regions during inpainting increased the geometric distortions. The study showed that to obtain a promising synthesized view, use of BG information Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers appearing in previous frames should be considered and information about the BG regions should be incorporated into the inpainting-process.
To address the view-synthesis problem in 3-D video, temporal information about the holes can be extracted from previous frames. One way of doing this is through a codebook [19] . A previous study detected codewords based on the maximum negative run-length term, with which the codebook was refined by separating the codewords containing moving FG objects from the BG codewords. In addition, depth information was incorporated into codebook construction, and a disparity function used to validate the depth value of each pixel was defined [20] . However, BG pixels appearing within a short time were not effectively collected because a fixed threshold was used in the codebook-selection process. To increase accuracy when identifying BG regions, temporal BG information and spatial BG information must be examined simultaneously. Depth-map driven local statistics can distinguish the BG and FG portions of a disoccluded region. Then, the BG regions are filled in by combining temporal BG information and spatial BG information, and the FG regions are filled in by inpainting.
This paper presents a hole-filling algorithm that uses extrapolated spatio-temporal BG information to create a synthesized free-view. To extrapolate reliable temporal BG information, the temporal BG model presents a new BG codebook for collecting and using stationary FG pixels that appear in previous frames and BG pixels. In addition, the paper introduces a local BG estimation based on the depth map, which distinguishes the BG and FG regions of a disocclusion and extrapolates spatial BG information, reducing the geometric distortion. Temporal BG information and spatial BG information are combined to effectively fill the BG holes. Finally, an exemplar-based inpainting method with a new priority function is applied to fill in the remaining holes. In this process, the new depth term in the priority function plays a role in beginning hole-filling in the BG pixels, leading to promising synthesized view.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed method that used extrapolated spatial-temporal BG information to fill in BG holes. In addition, inpainting using a new priority function is addressed to create a synthesized free-view. Section 3 describes the experimental results, and Sect. 4 presents conclusions.
Proposed Hole-Filling Algorithm
As shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed hole-filling algorithm consists of four steps: (1) temporal BG model, (2) extrapolating spatial BG information, (3) merging by comparing the similarities between spatial and temporal BG information, (4) exemplar-based inpainting using a new priority function.
Step 1 introduces a BG codebook to construct the BG model. A k-means clustering algorithm is used to discriminate BG codewords from FG codewords so that the updated BG codebook can express the BG pixel appearing in sev- eral previous frames as a BG codeword. Knowing the BG and FG regions of a disocclusion makes it possible to reduce geometric distortion. This is accomplished in step 2 by labeling the disocclusions and estimating the local BG information in each disoccluded region. In step 3, the BG holes are filled using similarities in the temporal and spatial BG information. Finally, the exemplar-based inpainting is applied to fill in the remaining hole regions using a new priority function. Important notations, including the output of each step, are illustrated in Table 1 . 
Temporal BG Model
Typical codebook algorithms consist of codebook construction, FG extraction, and model maintenance for the FG regions [19] , [20] . Due to incorrect depth map, many holes lie in the BG region, with the exception of inner holes in the FG region. Therefore, it is appropriate to extract BG information from previous frames and use it for the current frame, so that a hole belonging to a BG region in the current frame can be replaced by BG pixel from previous frames. To accomplish this, a new codebook specific to the BG regions is presented.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the proposed temporal BG model consists of three stages: codebook construction, BG codebook extraction, and extraction of temporal BG information. The codebook (C t ) is constructed using the adaptive codebook algorithm for the color image (F t ) and the depth map (M t ) at time t. Then, the k-means clustering algorithm is applied to C t to extract the BG codebook (C When the X × Y-sized current frame consists of a color image (F t ) and the depth map (or disparity map) (M t ), the i-th pixel in the 2-D imaging system is defined as
, and d i denote red, green, blue, and depth values, respectively. In the depth map, a depth value becomes larger as the pixel becomes closer to the camera. The brightness of p i can be defined as
Although the brightness can be defined in the other color spaces, including HSV, LUV, and YUV, this paper used the simple combination of the RGB vector, under the assumption that the input color image takes the RGB form.
Let
T , where r il , g il , b il , and d il represent the average red, green, blue, and depth values of the l-th codeword. In addition, each codeword contains a quintuple
T , where I il,min , I il,max , d il,min , d il,max , and f il denote the minimum brightness, the maximum brightness, the minimum depth value, the maximum depth value, and the frequency of the codeword, respectively. The codebook of P i is then constructed as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Codebook Construction
Step 1: Codebook of P i for 1 ≤ i ≤ XY is initialized as empty set (C t i ← ∅) and L = 0 at the time t = 0.
Step 3: If there is no match, L ← L+1 and a new codeword c iL is created by setting as
Otherwise, the matched codeword c il is updated:
Step 4: Continue step 1 until codebooks of all pixels are constructed.
Step 5: Repeat step 2 in the next frame.
Algorithm 1 is the extended version of [19] . The quintuple aux is modified to define the lower and upper bounds of the brightness and depth of each codeword, so that the codebook can reflect the luminance change between the reference view and the real view. In Algorithm 1, ← denotes the operator used to push a codeword to the end of a queue, and 1 represents a threshold. Additionally, a distortion metric, a brightness similarity metric, and a disparity similarity functions are used to determine a codeword that matches P i . According to [20] , the functions are defined as
where . denotes the l 2 norm, and p i , p il represents the inner product of p i and p il . In addition, the brightness similarity function is defined as
where 0 < α < 1 and β > 1. Equations (1) and (2) are used to compare the similarity between a color component in the current frame and a codeword in the codebook. As mentioned, similarities of the brightness between p i and c il are incorporated into the matching process to consider the luminance change. This change in luminance also affects the depth map, and therefore, the similarity of the depth value is incorporated into the matching criterion in the same way.
According to steps 1 and 2, the codewords of P i are updated as step 3. After the codebook is constructed for the current frame, the list of codewords for each pixel is obtained. To distinguish the BG codebook from C t i , the k-means clustering algorithm (k = 2) is applied to the average depth value of the codebook, resulting in two clustered codebooks, such as
Then, the BG codebook can be determined as
The classification uses the average depth value, because the depth value of the BG region typically takes a lower value than that of the FG region. When a pixel is temporally repeated, the pixel-based codebook contains only one codeword. In this case, the codeword is considered a BG codeword without clustering. As 1 of Algorithm 1 decreases, a tighter matching condition is applied to C t i . In this case, a pixel having a change in luminance between the reference view and the real view can be determined to be an FG pixel. In addition, temporally stationary pixels appearing within a short time in the previous frames are not collected in the BG codebook.
To solve this problem, a looser threshold is applied to the BG codebook, and the temporally stationary FG region appearing in the previous frames is collected in the BG codebook, as shown in Algorithm 2, where 2 > 1 represents a threshold and ∧ denotes the Boolean "AND" operator. In step 2, if T c is 'True', P i is considered a BG candidate. When P i is a stationary FG pixel appearing in the previous temporal BG information, it is desirable to update the temporal BG information of the current frame with the previous temporal BG information, including F t−1 T BG and M t−1 T BG , as steps 2 and 3. Otherwise, P i is regarded as a temporal FG pixel. In this work, the temporally stationary FG pixels and BG pixels are considered temporal BG information.
Algorithm 2 Extracting Temporal BG Information
Step 1:
Step 2: If T c is 'True', P i is regarded as a BG pixel and temporal BG information is updated as follows:
Otherwise, the following condition is checked:
Step 3: If T 4 is 'True', P i is regarded as a stationary FG pixel, and temporal BG information is updated as follows:
Figure 3 compares the BG extraction performance in the 77th frame of the "Street" video. As Figure 3 (a) shows, a pixel of the temporal BG information in [20] is represented Fig. 3 Performance comparisons of temporal BG extraction of the 77th frame of the "Street" video: (a) result using [20] and (b) result using proposed temporal BG model (temporal FG pixels marked in black). as a codeword in the codebook. The proposed method filled the BG holes by combining the spatio-temporal BG information in Sect. 2.2, and the remaining holes, including the temporal FG holes, were filled by the inpainting in Sect. 2.3. To distinguish the temporal FG holes from the temporal BG holes, the former are marked in black, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The results showed that the BG information in the proposed BG codebook was well extracted. The virtual color BG image (VF The originality of the proposed temporal BG model is that the BG pixels and stationary FG pixels appearing in previous frames are collected and used to extrapolate the temporal BG information regarding the current frame.
Extrapolating Spatial BG Information
The virtual frame consisting of VF t and V M t includes many disoccluded regions. The performance of hole-filling is sensitive to the filling order and the patch size. In order to determine these, the flood-fill algorithm [21] is applied to V M t , so that the position of each labeled disocclusion can be obtained. Figure 4 (a) shows an example of labeling the disoccluded regions (marked in black), in which the smallest
rectangles that include the labeled regions are drawn as red ones. BG information about the virtual depth map is useful for defining the local constraints by which the BG and FG pixels in a disoccluded region can be effectively distinguished. To define local constraints, a labeled rectangle is divided into smaller, "child" rectangles. Let Ω k and R k be the labeled k-th disocclusion and the corresponding smallest rectangle including Ω k . As shown in Fig. 4 (b) , for an M × N-sized R k marked in red, non-overlapped child rectangles marked in yellow are defined by vertically dividing R k by Z. It can be written as
where N/Z denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to N/Z, and an M × Z-sized RC k j represents the j-th child rectangle of R k . At this point, the k-means clustering algorithm is applied only to the non-holes of each child rectangle, and two clusters can be obtained as
where RC k j,low and RC k j,high denote the clusters of the low depth and the high depth of RC kl , as shown in Fig. 4 (c) , in which the horizontal and vertical axes denote depth values and the number of each depth value in the child rectangle, respectively. The maximum of the low-depth cluster is then determined as
where i is the 2-D position of a pixel within RC k j,low . This is used as a threshold for the local BG value when filling a hole of the virtual map. The virtual spatial BG depth map is obtained by
for i ∈ RC k j,low . Figure 4 (d) shows an example of a virtual depth map filled by local BG estimation, with the BG and FG regions effectively distinguished from the disocclusions.
Merging Spatial and Temporal BG Information
The problem at hand is to update VF t and V M t by merging the temporal BG information and spatial BG information. To do this, the similarities between V M t T BG and (9), where i denotes the 2-D position of a pixel and T is a positive threshold. In addition, the virtual color image is updated to maintain consistency with the virtual depth map, as in Eq. (10) . Note that as T decreases, the missing number of updates to a BG pixel of VF t by the corresponding valid pixel of VF t T BG increases. In contrast, as T increases, the number of incorrectly updated pixels of VF t increases.
V M t S BG must be compared. It is reasonable that a hole of the virtual depth map, V M t (i), is considered a BG pixel when V M t T BG (i) is within a certain range of V M t S BG (i), as in Eq.

Inpainting Using New Priority Function
Although updated by the spatio-temporal BG information, VF t S T still has a number of holes that need to be filled using an inpainting method. It has been reported that the visual quality of a view synthesized by the inpainting method can be improved by initializing the holes with a median estimator [16] . Because an FG region is non-stationary, the BG candidates of a disocclusion are initialized using the estimated value. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the boundary between the BG and FG regions of the disoccluded regions of VF t S T by reusing V M t S BG . As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , for the hole at V M t S BG (i) centered at a U × V-sized patch (Ψ init ), the BG threshold is defined as the depth value that satisfies the following condition:
where i denotes the 2-D position of a pixel within Ψ init . Figure 5 (b) shows the virtual map filled by local BG estimation. Holes less than T Ψ init within Ψ init can be considered BG candidates, which are initialized using an estimated value from a median filter. For the median filter to be meaningful in the hole-filling problem, only non-holes of VF t S T , which belong to BG regions, should be considered as elements for the median filter as follows:
where {VF t S T (i)|i ∈ Ψ init } denotes a set of pixels within Ψ init in VF t S T and the two constraints are used to select non-holes and BG holes within Ψ init in VF t S T as elements for the median filter. The median filter is applied to R, G, and B channels separately. Then, the initial virtual color image for the inpainting is set as the follows:
In exemplar-based inpainting, the reference patch that is most similar to an anchor patch including holes is searched for neighboring regions, using an energy function according to a priority. Therefore, to minimize geometric distortion, the priority of the non-holes on the disocclusion boundary should be determined, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) . The holes of V M t S T are labeled as discussed in Sect. 2.2, by which the hole-filling order is determined. Based on this labeling, the inpainting begins with the smallest hole region and ends with the largest hole region. This exemplar-based inpainting of a labeled hole region is performed using a new priority function, as seen in Algorithm 3.
As shown in Fig. 6 (a) , for a boundary pixel of disocclusions, p ∈ VF t S T , centered at a U × V-sized patch (Ψ p ), the sets of non-hole and hole regions are defined as Φ p and Ω p , respectively, where p is an RGB vector of the pixel. Then, the priority function is determined as in step 1 of Algorithm 3, where C(p), D(p), and Z(d) represent the confidence term, data term, and depth term, respectively, in which d ∈ V M t S BG is the corresponding depth value to p. The first two terms were defined in [13] , [22] , and the third term is newly defined in this work. The confidence term is defined as the proportion of non-holes within the patch.
Algorithm 3 Inpainting with a New Priority Function
Step 1: For a boundary pixel of disocclusions, p = [r p , g p , b p ] T ∈ VF t S T , centered at a U × V-sized patch (Ψ p ), the sets of non-hole and hole regions of Ψ p are defined as follows:
the priority function of p is determined as follows:
where d is the corresponding depth value of V M t S BG to p. Calculate the priority of all boundary pixels.
Step 2: Let p be the boundary pixel having the greatest priority. For q = [r q , g q , b q ] T ∈ VF t init , centered at a U × V-sized patch (Ψ q ) in a search range, the sets corresponding to Φ p and Ω p are defined as follows:
Find the best-matched reference patch of Ψ p in the search range as followings:
Step 3:
Step 4: Continue step 1 until all holes are filled.
where |Ψ p | and |Φ p | represent the area of Ψ p and the area of Φ p , respectively. It is clear that the priority of the inpainting increases as the number of non-holes in Φ p increases. In addition, the data term is defined as
where λ denotes the normalization factor. Typically, λ = (2 n −1) for an n-bit pixel. In Eq. (15), n p represents a normal unit to δΩ, and ∇F ⊥ p is the isophote at the center of Ψ p . Note that D(p) is greatest when the normal unit is in the same direction as the isophote. It is known that a patch in the stationary region can easily determine similar patches. Therefore, to reduce geometric distortion, it is reasonable that the hole-filling begins with BG pixels. To do this, the depth term is defined by the BG threshold in Eq. (11):
The priority of the inpainting is calculated for all boundary pixels of disocclusions. The inpainting order is determined according to the priority. When p ∈ VF t S T is a boundary pixel having the greatest priority, the sets corresponding to Φ p and Ω p are defined as Φ q and Ω q , respectively, for q ∈ VF t init in a search range, in which VF t init is used to find the best-matched reference patch, as it can support more reliable information than VF t S T . The best-matched reference patch of Ψ p in the search range is determined in step 2, in which ω and S p denote the weighting factor of the hole region and the search range. VF t S T is updated by filling Ω p with Ω p , as shown in Fig. 6 (b) . Figure 7 shows an example of intermediate results after each step of the proposed algorithm. It shows that the BG regions of disocclusions are promisingly recovered by the spatio-temporal information and that the remaining holes are effectively filled by the inpainting using the priority function that includes the proposed depth term.
Experimental Results
Several experiments were conducted using various 3-D video sequences. The set of experiments, "Break Dancers," "Ballet" [23] , "Street," "Car Park" [24] , and "Book Arrival" [25] are described here. The spatial resolution of "Ballet," "Break Dancers," and "Book Arrival" is 1024 × 768, and that of "Car Park" and "Street" is 1920 × 1088. The proposed hole-filling algorithm was compared to the state-of-the-art spatio-temporal hole-filling algorithms, including those of Xi [17] , Koppel [16] , and Yao [18] . In addition, the proposed priority function used for the inpainting was compared to other priority functions, including those of Criminisi [13] and Ramirez [22] . To separately evaluate the performance of the priority functions, the inpainting was applied to synthesized views which filled BG holes using the proposed spatio-temporal BG information.
For evaluating the performance of the algorithms, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), the structural similarity (SSIM) [26] , and visual quality were examined. In addition, an Intel Core i7-4790K 4.0 GHz CPU with 16 GB memory was used to evaluate the execution time per frame, and Linux C++ with Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) was used to simulate the algorithms.
In all cases, 3-D warping in [12] was used to generate a synthesized view. Because of the low quality of the depth camera, the object edges in the depth map did not fit those in the corresponding color image, so some pixels in the FG region appear in the BG region after 3-D warping (i.e., "ghost" artifacts). To remove these artifacts, a dilation method using two pixels along the hole-boundary in [16] was used in Xi's, Koppel's, and Yao's methods. To enable fair comparisons, this dilation method was also applied to the proposed method.
To further enable fair comparisons, in all exemplarbased inpainting methods, the search window and patch size were defined by the size of the hole region. For an isolated hole region having fewer than 50 holes, the search range and patch size were defined as 20 × 20 (height×width) and 3 × 3, respectively. In the case of an isolated hole region consisting of between 50 and 1000 holes, a patch size of 5 × 5 and a search range of 60 × 60 were used. Otherwise, a patch size of 9 × 9 and a search range of 80 × 200 were used. In addition, a weighting factor of ω = 0.2 for the hole region was used to find the best-matched reference patch.
Several parameters were defined to obtain the temporal BG model in Sect. 2.1. As in [20] , 1 = 10, 2 = 16, α = 0.75, and β = 1.3 were used as the parameters. As discussed in Sect. 2.2, a parent rectangle was divided into child rectangles to estimate the local BG value. In these experiments, a child rectangle's height was set at 16, and its width was set to that of the parent. In Eq. (9), a threshold was used to update VF t and V M t . As mentioned, the number of incorrect updates of a pixel of VF t increased as T increased. Conversely, the missing number of updates in the BG pixel of VF t that corresponded to a valid pixel of VF t BG increased as T decreased. It was observed that promising results were obtained for T = 5. Table 2 shows that the average PSNR and SSIM comparisons for 100 frames of each video. The results show that Xi's method outperformed the other two competitive methods, except in the case of "Car Park," in which Yao's method provided better performance. In contrast, in almost all cases, the proposed method outperformed the other methods, providing better results as the disocclusion became more serious. In addition, the proposed algorithm consistently delivered results, regardless of the type of disocclusion. The SSIM comparisons showed that Xi's method produced better results than the other two established methods in almost all cases. However, the results also showed that Xi's method was sensitive to disocclusion type. Conversely, the proposed method was less sensitive than the others, leading to better results in terms of SSIM and PSNR. Table 3 compares the performances of the priority functions in the inpainting process when each was applied to the synthesized color and depth map in Eqs. (9) and (10). Criminisi's method used the first two terms in step 1 of Algorithm 3 as the priority function. In contrast, in addition to these two terms, Ramirez's method included a depth term, which was a function of the local variance of the depth map. Criminisi's method led to better performance than Ramirez's method as the BG regions in the remaining disocclusions increased because Ramirez's method assigned a higher priority to an FG hole in the inpainting process. Con- versely, the proposed method led to more consistently delivered results in almost all cases. The results showed that the BG regions need to be considered first in the inpainting process. Table 4 compares execution times. It is known that the execution time of a hole-filling algorithm involving inpainting depends on the number of holes, the size of the disocclusion, and the complexity of the other tasks. Xi's method required the most execution time of the methods compared, because complex tasks, including the pixel-wise SSIM between consecutive frames, were used to extract BG information. In addition, in Koppel's method, time-consuming tasks included the depth filling and inpainting, so the complexity of Koppel's method was very sensitive to the number of holes and the size of the disocclusion. Many scattered holes exist in the "Car Park" and "Street" videos because they contain many large, moving objects. In such cases, Koppel's method required more execution time than the proposed technique and less execution time for video sequences having small holes. The experiments verified that Yao's method led to the lowest complexity in the most cases, because only inpainting contributed to this complexity. In contrast, the complexity of the proposed algorithm was relatively consistent. One of the time-consuming tasks of the proposed algorithm was to extract the temporal BG information, which required execution time in a certain range, regardless of the number of moving objects and the degree of movement. However, filling holes using the spatio-temporal BG information reduced the number of holes, thereby decreasing the burden of inpainting. Extrapolating temporal BG information and inpainting accounted for about 56.9% and 38.2% of the execution time, respectively. The remaining time was used to extrapolate spatial BG information and merge spatial and temporal BG information. Figure 8 shows the zoomed and cut images. It is evident that Koppel's method included distortions, which were caused by inaccurate discrimination based on a global BG threshold. In particular, continuous features appearing in a short duration were seriously distorted. In addition, Yao's method caused transition artifacts at the boundaries of the BG and FG regions. These were caused by incorrect updating of the hole regions. Visually, Xi's method was superior to the other two because it used the depth information about the BG region to determine the priority function. However, annoying artifacts remained in the textured areas because the BG information that existed over a short period was not considered when updating the holes. In contrast, the proposed method resulted in the best performance, resulting from reliable temporal BG modeling and spatial local BG estimation. In addition, its feasible priority function used the depth term. In all cases, the structure of the object edges along the boundaries of the FG regions of the disocclusion was lost because, based on the dilation, the ghost-removal filter removed the FG holes along the boundaries. Figure 9 shows the inpainting results in the "Ballet" sequence, revealing that Criminisi's and Ramirez's methods led to geometric distortions in the BG regions because the BG term was not incorporated into the priority function. The distortion became more serious as the BG regions contained in the disocclusion increased. Conversely, in the case of the proposed method, the depth term made it possible to obtain the promising synthesized views.
These experiments proved that a subjectively and objectively promising synthesized view was obtained by incorporating extrapolated spatio-temporal BG information and the depth-based priority term into the hole-filling process.
Conclusions
This paper presented a new hole-filling method using extrapolated spatio-temporal BG information to create a synthesized free-view. A new BG codebook was presented to extrapolate temporal BG information, and local BG estimation was introduced to extrapolate spatial BG information. By combining spatial and temporal BG information, holes estimated as the BG regions were filled. Then, exemplarbased inpainting using a new priority function was applied to fill the remaining holes. The experimental results demonstrated the capabilities of the hole-filling algorithm proposed herein.
The experiments showed that the computational complexity of the proposed temporal BG model was expensive and that the fixed threshold used when merging temporal BG information and spatial BG information led to a performance limit when filling holes that included complex texture. In order to address these problems, investigations are currently underway on a non-overlapped, patch-based temporal BG model and adaptive threshold choice. It is expected that such investigation will lead to a more sophisticated formulation and better performance.
